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Spell perfection pathfinder

Currently ruled as : The Fire Wizard has a Spelling of Perfection (Fireball) and Intesify spelling, His caterer level was a total of 23 with a fireball spell, so he dealt 10d6 +5d6 points of damage, as Spell Perfection doubled the impact of Intensify.I believe that with crude, it serves as: The Fire Wizard has Spelling Perfection (Fireball) and Intesify spelling, the level of the spelling, its
caster level is a total of 2 , so he dealt 10d6 +5d6 points of damage, because Spelling Perfection did not double the intensifying effect.Reasoning:The word Spelling Perfection is very specialized (Mine emphasis) : Benefits: Choose a spell you have the ability to remove. Whenever you remove the spelling, you can apply any one metamagic feat you need for that spelling without
compromising its level or time of casting, as long as the total level of modified spelling does not use the spelling slots above the 9th level. In addition, if you have another feat that allows you to apply a term bonus set to any aspect of this spelling (such as Spelling Focus, Spelling Penetration, Arms Focus [ray], etc.), double the bonus given by that feat when used for this spelling.
Let's take a look at this bold part, set a proprietary bonus to 5d6, depending on the level of the casser is what is added to the spelling. The amount added to the spelling effect is not a set amount, but although it is, it is not a bonus, as defined in the Glossary of Pathfinder Terms, which defines the bonus as: 'Bonus is a protracted value added to the check and statistical score. Most
bonuses have the type, and as a general rule, the same type of bonus is not cumulative-only a larger bonus given applies. An important aspect of the bonus type is that two bonuses of the same type are not generally heaps. With the exception of dodge bonuses, most state bonuses, and racist bonuses, only a better bonus than a given type of work. Bonuses without type are
always heaps, unless they are from the same source. (Source) Fireball damage is not a statistical score, and also does not check. D.C. spells are checks, rolls to hit with touch attacks are checks, caster levels are statistical scores. The damage to the fireball is nothing this, and I believe, per RAW, that the way it is being ruled out as incorrect, even if it makes spelling perfection
really nice for everyone. PS: I'm ok if we decide against RAW here, I just want to make sure that things are clearly defined. My purpose with this is not to be angry, or offensive, just to ask for clarity. In addition, I think if we make these changes, whoever has taken Spelling should be able to re-select a presentation at the venue, to take into account the handling seen compared to
actual handling. I agree with you. Who believes that intensify doubles on spelling with spelling perfection? The problem with the two analyzed was that they ignored the words of Intensify Spelling:Intensified spelling increased the maximum number of damage died by 5 levels. You must actually have sufficient levels of casser to pass the maximum to benefit from this feat. No other
variables of spelling are affected, and spelling that incurs damage is not modified by the level of caster not affected by this feat. The real argument is whether or not the maximum number of dace damage is the specified figure bonus. It is set (it is always 5), it numerical, and according to bonus words (in particular that it is the value of the figure added to the check and statistical
score), if you believe the number of dace damage is a check or statistic, then it is a set figure bonus. I believe that it is a statistical score, so I would say that Spelling Perfection means an intensified spelling increases the maximum number of damage that dies by 10 levels. Also, feat affects other feats applying to set a thought bonus, not the spelling itself, so the argument about
what Fireball is all about (except where Intensify Spelling does or doesn't apply) isn't really German. I would add that an explanation of what the bonus comes from the description of the statistics bonus. Spelling Focus (evocation) does not fall in one of those categories either, but specifically states in Spelling Perfection that it is doubled. If Spelling Focus (evocation) states that it is
a moral bonus, improvement bonus, etc... I probably understand the other side of the argument. Spelling Focus clearly uses +1 (bonus) to statistical scores, i.e. D.C. spelling. Intensify, to me, clearly change the rules of how spelling works, by increasing the maximum number of spelling damage dice, which is not a statistical score, but part of the rules on how spelling works. The
issue is no definition for statistical scores so that it goes down to RAI results. Statistics are a measure of the attribute (generally a measure of the data set's attributes, but in our case it is closer to the measurement of the spelling arrangement). I am of the opinion that the number of dice damage that the spelling offer is a spelling statistic that deals with damage (or rather if the
spelling heals for some traces based on the queue or some other effect of having a dice-based effect that the number of dice for its effect is statistical). You state Spelling Focus, which increases the D.C. spelling that has Save DC, but not all spellings have them either, so that feat also only applies to subsets of spelling. I personally, think that it's pretty clear about what RAW is,
who said, I think I've made my point, and as a Leadership Lawyer, so far have agreed with me, I don't think there's any more to talk about. I personally, think that Pretty clear about what RAW, who said, I think I've made my point, and as a Leadership Lawyer, so far has agreed with me, I don't think there's any more to talk about. Even the posts that have been mentioned in the
unofficial chat have said that scores are not defined, and the ultimate festival list is not comored by the developer, so no, it's not as clear as RAW. Your initial explanation is also from several stacks and is interpreted how the show (such as Intensify) is written. I have no problem if the indicators want to consider the list as what we will use, or rule on what the statistical score is, but
those items are not defined and there is ambiguity. Saying this is what I think and not this is clear what and where the rules determine something means there is ambiguity. And until there is an answer by the lead in this thread and/or note on wikia, the thing is not closed. Edit: I apologize if the above seems a bit hostile, I've just heard a lot of different things from different people and
want to be definitive yes or not so we know going forward. Деякі функції Word не відображаються в Google Документах. Якщо ви внесете зміни, налаштування цих функцій буде скинуто.Докладніше 2013-10-23, 04:41 AM (ISO 8601) Hey their playground! I just really just register the existence of feat perfection spelling (the rules found here now obviously this is a trick
devoted to a high level because it requires 15 ranks in spelling but I want to ask spelling and people of metamagic combos thinking of working best with this feat. My first thought was creating a really difficult save or dead using meat for stones, a greater spell-focused transmission and a constant spelling. I guess you can also use higher spells as well if you really want to get DC
save. but that's just the first thought I want to see what mind on the playground has been cooked? Thanks in advance 2013-10-23, 04:50 AM (ISO 8601) Echoing Spell is the beginning. Especially if you are going to provide spelling several times anyway. 2013-10-23, 06:43 AM (ISO 8601) Whether you're using it for something you want to bend up to a ridiculous DVD (such as Meat
to Stone) OR you use it for something you want to quickly quickly for free (up to 5th level). Ideally your spelling will be happy to throw every single round of combat. You can also use it to pump CL with Spelling Specialization, which may be useful for items that rely heavily on CLs such as the Holy Word or greater Dispel. I think that's some of the top choices. Last edited by
Corlindale; 2013-10-23 at 06:43 AM. 2013-10-23, 07:08 AM (ISO 8601) If you are a magus, use it for free Maximize on Surprising Grass or a nice Vampiric Touch. If Surprising Grasp has been great. And, since you have a free Metamagic, if you have Elemental Spelling, you can trade Maximize to be another kind of energy. 2013-10-23, 08:41 AM (ISO 8601) I have crossblooded
sorcer with blood orc and efreeti and I aim to spell perfection at 15 (i'm 6 now, very far from My idea is to use fireball as an iconic spelling using this metamagic feat: Elemental Selective Spelling Empower spelling Echoing spelling intensified Spelling Quickly Maximize Spelling Not all feats taken by levels, but fireballs can be modified with cheaper metamagic rods. With the magical
speed features you can arrive at 10 total levels to be removed for example: Quickly empowering selective fireball Echoing maximizes element fireball or ultimate.... Maximize empowering intensified select fireballs!! FIRE IN THE HOLE!!!!! 2013-10-23, 04:57 PM (ISO 8601) Really? Nobody mentions Quickened Paragon Surge abuse yet? 2013-10-23, 07:09 PM (ISO 8601) I like on
Shadow Evocation. Nothing rather like the smell of Spelling Focus + Greater Spelling Focus + Spelling Specialization + Spelling Perfection + Magic Speed + Umbral Arcana + Arcane Arcana + Spelling Tenebrous Spelling + Dazing Spelling + Continuous Spelling + Breath of Intensified Spelling At the morning. Smells like bacon. For Evoker, it will probably swell up on the Chain
Lightning. Last edited by Raven777; 2013-10-23 at 07:11 PM. Originally Posted by Zanos The offended professional will always find something angry about. 2013-10-23, 10:07 PM (ISO 8601) My favorite: Backporting feat to 3.5 (or importing essential ingredients for PF) to use it with Silent Images on Shadowcraft Mage. Use your free metamagics with Heighten Spelling so you can
remove level 9 spelling from your level 1 spelling slot (unlimited use/day). Perhaps far from the broken thing you can do with feat if all of the 3.5 ingredients are on the table though. 2013-10-23, 10:31 PM (ISO 8601) Depending on the campaign, I'll probably go fey Bloodline Sorcerer, and choose Dominate Person or Monster, get secret signs and greater focus/focus enchantment
focus. Extended Continuous Silence (Height?) Dominate. Then go shopping for minions. Perhaps even the Kings, depending on the settings. As a bonus, Silence + Secret Mark means that you have a good chance of not being traced as their dazzling person. 2013-10-23, 10:48 PM (ISO 8601) Shadow Conjuration. Only a well-functioning utility box with lots of MM presentations
depends on what spells are imitated. 2013-10-24, 03:15 AM (ISO 8601) Quickened Heroic Finale on the Bard is also a fun trick, and one of the few ways to actually mess with the action economy at PF. If you have a performance, you can throw a final match of heroes with fast action, take 2 standard action and reactivate action rinse, repeat. (It works because you count as your
own affiliates follow official FAQs – usually the difference is irrelevant to the Heroic Finale – but with Quicken it actually makes sense). You can of course use it to give two standard action allies in your turn - useful to let your battlefield control wizard down from 3 big spells in round 1 instead of instead of You can't do that two rounds in a row, though - because you have to do fast
(fast heroic finale), move (reactive performance), standard (heroic finale). 2013-10-24, 06:57 AM (ISO 8601) First, Spelling Heighten cannot be reduced by Spelling Perfection. As far as spelling goes, I've used it with surprising matching matches on my magus and (myths) fireballs on my magic, both for great effect. Spelling obviously multiplied the potential of any good spell
though, so it's hard to go wrong. 2013-10-24, 07:43 AM (ISO 8601) Since you're casting 8th by the time you get it, I don't think the big part of feat is free metamagic. That's almost like getting an extra spell every day that just goes so far. Large parts pump casser levels and save DC. So choose a spell that has both but still not bad. Spelling continues to be nice with such a spelling,
so a spelling of the 7th or lower levels can be good. Quicken is just a waste of IMO. Burning a level 5 spelling slot over the 7-9th level spelling slot isn't a big advantage when it doesn't let you throw a higher level spell than you usually change. And it's not related to any thought-term spelling effect. Massive drowning may be nice, for example. Storage DC pump and casser levels vs.
SR (both basic casser levels and spelling penetration). For the 7th level I couldn't find a way to get a constant mass of spelling saves or X that could exclude allies, but maybe I couldn't try hard enough with tricks. Last edited by ericgrau; 2013-10-24 at 07:59 AM. So you don't have to interfere with the game to find the rules yet: I 3.5e Rules Of Cheating Sheets: Normal, With SKill
System Unified TOGC's 3.5e Spelling/Card etc: rpgnow/rpg drivethru rpg Utilities: Magic Item Store Generator (Req. MS Excel), Balanced Low Magic Item System Printed Dungeon Tiles and other terrain (100 MB) 2013-10-24, 01:38 PM (ISO 8601) Originally Posted by ericgrau Since you're casting 8th at the time you get it, I don't think the big part of feat is metama That's almost
like getting an extra spell every day that just goes so far. Large parts pump casser levels and save DC. So choose a spell that has both but still not bad. Spelling continues to be nice with such a spelling, so a spelling of the 7th or lower levels can be good. Quicken is just a waste of IMO. Burning a level 5 spelling slot over the 7-9th level spelling slot isn't a big advantage when it
doesn't let you throw a higher level spell than you usually change. And it's not related to any thought-term spelling effect. I think the idea at is that the 8th level spelling + 5th fast level spell with +1 DC is better than a 7th level spell with +1DC and feat +1 MM. Can be debated for sure but the action economy is real judgment and given the casser's ability to win meetings on round 1 it
cannot be ruled out. Other aspects are (wizards) in lvl 15 have a spelling slot level of 4x 5 compared to 2x 2x 7 spelling slots (before bonus spelling) let alone the ability to fill level 6+ slots with a level 5 spelling. Last edited by Cambrian; 2013-10-24 at 01:40 PM.
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